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С. 17. 1928.

COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS.

  

ISTORY.

During the war there was organised in New York the

"Council on Forsign Relations", with the object of promoting

interest in foreign affairs among a group of leading citizens of

New York, by discussions at dinner meetings where distinguishcd

forcigners woulä Le entertained, In Paris, during the Peace

Conférence, an American "Institute of intarnmational Affairs",

corresponding to the British orgenisation of the samc ome, wait

set up for the scholarly axd dispessionate study of international

relations, Before tha 11052 of 1920 it became apparent that the

Council on Forcign Relations had a strong local membership ani e

sound financial basis, but that it lacked a policy of enduring

usefuluess, The Institute of International Affairs had high aims,

Gbility and interest, but its membership was scattered and it had

no funds, A fusion was effected, the Institute merging in the

Council on Foreign Relations, tut participating im the management.

with the understanding that the membership, academic and professic-.

al, was to be extended outside New York with a lower membership Ic

~ 7and that the alms of the Institute were to be effected through thc

combined organisation. While retaining and increasing the local

memtership and the dinner discussions, the Council has steadily

extended its outside membership to include the former members of

the Institute and mon of similar interests. The membership is

limited in order that freedom in discussion may be maintained.





PROGRAM,

The purpose of the Council on Foreign Relations is to provide

à continuous conference on the international aspect of America's

politioal, economie, and financial problems. The Council is not ©

trade nor a profit organisation, nor has it any connection with

any political party or religious or social refom agercy. It is an
/

entirely non-partisan body, pleading no special cause, and committed

to no particular point of view or program. Its aim is to aid by

scientific and impartial study, in the development of a better under-

starding of international problems, and a reasoned American foreign

poliey.

In addition to the more general dinners where distinguished

American and foreign guests are entertained, and an opportunity is

afforded for discussion of the broader phases of America's attitude

toward current international problems, the Council promotes through

smaller groups, drawn from its membership, research studias in moro

specialized fields. There are at present organised groups studying

the Far East, Latin America, Germany, and the Near East.

PUBLICATIONS.

In 1922, the quarterly review, "Foreigr Affairs" was launched

by the Council, under the editorship of Professor A.C. Coolidge.

At the end of the five-year period in 1927, the Council undertook

to put 9 Foreign Affairs" on a permement footing. An endowment

fund has been started, whieh includes Mr? Elihu Root's gift of

#25.000. "Foreign Affairs" has established itself as the most

authoritative American review dealing with international relations.

The Council on Foreign Relations has recently established &

department of research under the direction of Xr. Charles P.Howlerd,

which will prepare for publication three series of books.





1. An annual survey of American foreign policy. This

"Survey" is intended to examine, analyse, and set forth the

international everts in which America participates or has a direc”

interest, and the general position of the United States as it

develops in the family of nations, with a continuity, comprehensi :

ness, and unity not aimed at ty âepartments of history, political

science, cr economies, in the universities, cr by individual

historians or publicists, the sim of all of whom is to explore

spccial fields or situatiors.

It is expected that such a publication will derive autnor-

ity frcm the character of its editorial staff, from the standing

of the Council on Foreign Relations, and from the opportunities

for obtaining authentic information which the organisation itsel”

and many of its manbers can furnish,

2. In addition to the annual survey, it is planned to

publish from time tc time special foreign policy studies, esch

treating some subject chosen from a considerable range of topics,

political, economie, or social, in the international field, Thesc

will be written by experts in the particular subject. it is

expected that these studies will be valuable additions to our

knowledge, and while the subjects chosen may be influenced by

current interests and by the possibility of securing competent

writers, they will not be dealing primarily with matters of mer”.

ly epnemeral or momentary character, nor will they be purely

technical. One such book has already been published by “ne

Council, - Dr. H. Foster Bain's "Ores and Industry in the Fax

Fast", This is written by recognized authority with full com:

-f the technical sources of infurmation, but in discussing the

mineral resources, speoially iron and coal, of the Far East, 17





makes a contribution not merely to our krowledge of economie

possibilities, but to the probable limitations the deficieney of

iron places on political developments in the regi.n.

3. The Council has recently published a " P:litical

Handbook of Eurcpe : Parlienents, Farttes and Press ", the

first issue <mly partially covering the field. This is based эп

questionnaires ond informetion furnished by the foreign

cerresporderts of the Council, This is being enlarged $.

cover the world instead of Europe alore, and is to be published

onrually. It gives information which is necessary to an

intelligent understanding of foreign policies and events, and

whick is nowhere else gathered together in available form,
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